
Languages of the Realms Spoken by Hogan 
 

Knowing a language is always a good thing, it is always nice to know whether an Orc asks you to pass the salt or is 

trying to tell you that you are trespassing sacred ground, and that he (and his 200 friends) unfortunately has to kill you! 

Even the Vikings have seen the possibilities in knowing other languages. Most of them can say: "Give me your gold!" 

and "Where are the virgins?" in almost a dozen tongues! Therefore, know your languages well!! 

 

The Intelligence score of your character tells you how many languages you can learn beyond your native language, 

unless you use the optional rule where the Modern Language none-weapon proficiency is used instead, in that case all 

language slots are converted to none-weapon proficiency slot. 

For native language, Humans must choose a language from the region in which they grew up, and Half-Elves must 

choose either Elvish or one of the Human Regional Languages as their language of birth 

After having decided which language is their birth language, they can consult the Racial Special List below, and then 

choose the rest of their languages from the following lists. Of course a Dwarf already knowing Dwarvish can choose 

both Common and a Human Regional Language, just like a Human born with the Chondathan speech can learn 

Dwarvish, Common and one or more Human Regional Languages. 

 

HUMAN REGIONAL LANGUAGES (As taken from The Forgotten Realms) 

 

Aglarondan (Official language of the kingdom of Aglarond) 

Alzhedo (Spoken in the desert-kingdom of Calimsham) 

Bothii (Barbarian language of the North) 

Chessentan (Language of the people in the kingdom of Cheesenta) 

Chondathan (Spoken in Chondath, north of Calimsham and around Cormyr, Sembia and the Dalelands) 

Damaran (Spoken in the lands of Damara, Vaasa and The Vast) 

Halruan (The language of those who come from the magic-rich realm of Halruaa) 

High Shou (The language of the men in the far Kara-Tur) 

Illuskan (The ancient language in use by the people of the Moonshaes and most of the North) 

Imaskari (Spoken by most of the nomad tribes of the High Plains) 

Kolan (The speech of Maztica's Kolan people) 

Kultakan (This is what the Kultakans of Maztica speak) 

Lantanese (Language of the technological-minded island of Lantan) 

Midani (The people in the kingdoms of Zakhara and the desert of Anauroch speaks this language) 

Muhjuri (From the lands of Murghom and Semphar) 

Mulhorandi (Spoken in the lands of Mulhorand and in some of the other southern Old Empires) 

Nexalan (Language of the Pezelan-people and the remainder of the Nexalans from Maztica) 

Payit (The language of the Itzas and Payit people from the distant Maztica) 

Rashemi (The spoken language of the witches and inhabitants of Rashemen) 

Shaaran (The language spoken in the southern realms near the Shar like Luiren and Dambrath) 

Tabaxi (Spoken by the Tabaxi-tribes of the jungleland of Chult) 

Thayan (Spoken in the wizard-ruled lands of Thay) 

Untheric (The language spoken in Unther, another one of the southern Old Empires) 

 

RACIAL SPECIALS: 

 

1) Gnomes can learn the simple common speech of burrowing mammals (moles, badgers etc.) at the cost of one slot. 

2) Dwarfs and Deep Gnomes (Svirfneblin), and only these can learn the following languages at the start of the game, 

for the cost of only one slot: Drow, Undercommon (The trade-language of the Underdark), Kuo-toan. 

3) Saurials can learn the language of Dragons for a cost of only two slots. 

 

COMMON MONSTROUS LANGUAGES: 

 

Following is a list of common languages available, some languages cost double (you pay for two languages, but get only 

one), or even triple. If you are playing with the optional rule that transforms language slots into none-weapon slots, then 

this number is the slot-cost for a Modern Language proficiency in that language. 

There are some languages that are too rare to be known at the beginning of the play (the languages of individual Giants, 

Dragons etc.), but these can be learned later at the cost of only one language, as can all other languages, if anyone has a 

slot left and the time to spare. 

 

Bullywug (2), Centaur, Common, Dragon, evil (3), Dragon, good (3), Dwarvish, Elvish, Elvish-Drow (2), Giantspeak 

(2), Gnoll, Gnomish, Goblin, Halfling, Harpy (2), Hobgoblin, Kobold, Korred (2), Kuo-toan (2), Lizardmen, Locathah 

(2), Medusae (2), Minotaur (2), Muckdweller (2), Ogre, Ogre magi (2), Orc, Sahuagin (2), Satyr, Sphinx (2), Tasloi (2), 

Triton (2), Troglodyte, Undercommon (2), Urd, Wemic (2), Yuan-Ti (2) 


